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© Museum of City of Sarajevo
Object: Portrait of Makso Despić with his wife
Description: Outdoor shot of a married couple. The
woman is sitting on a chair, the man is
standing next to her. Both are dressed in
urban clothes.
Comment: Makso Despić belonged to the old
Orthodox merchant familiy Despić from
Sarajevo.
Date: Not before 1895, Not after 1915
Location: Sarajevo
Country: Bosnia and Herzegovina
Type: Photograph
Creator: unknown
Dimensions: Artefact: 167mm x 109mm
Image: 144mm x 96mm
Format: Cabinet
Technique: Not specified
Keywords: 290 Clothing
550 Individuation and Mobility > 554 Status, Role,
and Prestige
560 Social Stratification
590 Familiy > 593 Family Relationships
Copyright: Muzej Sarajeva
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